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Abstract18
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1. Introduction to IPP and TIP/SI71

The Internet Printing Protocol (IPP) is an application level protocol that can provide distributed printing72

using Internet tools and technologies.  IPP version 1.0 (IPP/1.0) focuses only on end user functionality.73

Anyone reading this document for the first time is strongly encouraged to read the IPP document set.74

The IPP V1.0 model describes a print environment with only an IPP Client and an IPP Printer.  It is75

important, however, to understand that in many real system implementations (which lie underneath the76

abstracted model), there are other components of a print service which are not explicitly defined in the77

IPP/1.0 model. The following figure illustrates where IPP/1.0 fits with respect to these other78

components.  Note that in the figure, the communications means between the IPP Printer’s Print Service79

and the actual output device is undefined.  In some implementations, it is expected that the IPP Server,80

the Print Service, and the output device will be contained in one physical entity in which case the81

communications means among them is unimportant.  In what is expected to be a common82

implementation, the IPP Server and the IPP Print Service are implemented on a general purpose83

computing platform and the output device is a separate device which marks on the media.  In this case,84

there are many advantages to a standard communications means or protocol to be defined.  IEEE85

Standard 1284.1-1997 defines a robust, general purpose protocol for communications between a86

“system” and a “printer.”  This document will describe the application of IEEE Std. 1284.1-1997 to the87

IPP environment.88
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89
                             +--------------+90
                             |  Application |91
                   o         +. . . . . . . |92
                  \|/        |   Spooler    |93
                  / \        +. . . . . . . |   +---------+94
                End-User     | Print Driver |---|  File   |95
      +-----------+ +-----+  +------+-------+   +----+----+96
      |  Browser  | | GUI |         |                |97
      +-----+-----+ +--+--+         |                |98
            |          |            |                |99
            |      +---+------------+---+            |100
N   D   S   |      |      IPP Client    |------------+101
O   I   E   |      +---------+----------+102
T   R   C   |                |103
I   E   U   |104
F   C   R   -------------- Transport ------------------105
I   T   I106
C   O   T                    |         --+107
A   R   Y           +--------+--------+  |108
T   Y               |    IPP Server   |  |109
I                   +--------+--------+  |110
O                            |           |111
N                   +-----------------+  | IPP Printer112
                    |  Print Service  |  |113
                    +-----------------+  |114
                             |           |115
  Communication Means        |           |116
      Undefined by IPP --->  |           |117
                             |           |118
                    +-----------------+  |119
                    | Output Device(s)|  |120
                    +-----------------+  |121
                                       --+122

123

124

An IPP Printer object is designed to encapsulate the functions normally associated with physical output125

devices along with the spooling, scheduling and multiple device management functions often associated126

with a print server. When this system is implemented as separate devices, e.g. a server and a printer, the127

server must know the state, capabilities and status of the output device.  For the server to remain128

synchronized with multiple printers, a non-polling, alert driven communications means is needed.  IEEE129

Std 1284.1-1997 provides this means.  The next figure, shows the possible configurations of an IPP130

Printer.  The “Hosted Printer” and “Fan-Out” examples, are prime candidates for using IEEE Std 1284.1-131

1997.132
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Legend:133
134

##### indicates a Printer object which is135
      either embedded in an output device or is136
      hosted in a server.  The Printer object137
      might or might not be capable of queuing/spooling.138

139
140

Embedded Printer:141
                                          output device142
                                        +---------------+143
 O   +--------+                         |  ###########  |144
/|\  | client |------------IPP------------># Printer #  |145
/ \  +--------+                         |  # Object  #  |146
                                        |  ###########  |147
                                        +---------------+148

149
150

Hosted Printer:151
                                        +---------------+152
 O   +--------+        ###########      |               |153
/|\  | client |--IPP--># Printer #----->| output device |154
/ \  +--------+        # Object  #  ^   |               |155
                       ###########  |   +---------------+156
                                    |157
                                    |158
CANDIDATES FOR IEEE Std 1284.1-1997-+159
                                    /160
                                   /     +---------------+161
Fan Out:                          /      |               |162
                                  |  +-->| output device |163
                                  V /    |               |164
 O   +--------+      ###########   /     +---------------+165
/|\  | client |-IPP-># Printer #--*166
/ \  +--------+      # Object  #   \     +---------------+167
                     ###########    \    |               |168
                                     +-->| output device |169
                                         |               |170
                                         +---------------+171

172

IPP clients implement the IPP protocol on the client side, and give end users (or programs running on173

behalf of end users) the ability to query Printer objects and submit and manage print jobs.  An IPP server174

is just that part of the Printer object that implements the server-side protocol.  The rest of the Printer175

object implements (or gateways into) the application semantics of the print service itself.  The Printer176

objects may be embedded in an output device or may be implemented on a host on the network that177

communicates with the output device.178

When a job is submitted to the Printer object and the Printer object validates the attributes in the179

submission request, the Printer object creates a new Job object.  The end user then interacts with this180

new Job object to query its status and monitor the progress of the job.  End users may also cancel the181
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print job by using the Job object’s Cancel-Job operation.  The notification service(s) are out of scope for182

IPP/1.0, but using such a notification service, the end user is able to register for and receive Printer183

specific and Job specific events.  An end user can query the status of Printer objects and can follow the184

progress of Job objects by polling using the Get-Printer-Attributes, Get-Jobs, and Get-Job-Attributes185

operations.186
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2. Overview Of IEEE Std 1284.1-1997 (TIP/SI)187

In the model used by TIP/SI, a printer is abstracted into a minimum of three logical entities:  The Print188

Engine, Printer Interface Control Unit (PICU), and one or more logical units (LU’s) (at least one of189

which is an interpreter).  It is important to note that while an interpreter is a LU the converse is not190

always true. A LU can be another logically separate device or functionality in the printer such as a191

facsimile engine or document scanner.192

193

While, the management of print document production and printing is complex, the task can be divided194

into two overlapping pieces, the management of printing and the management of the printer.  Printing195

encompasses the entire process of producing a printed document: generation of the file to be printed,196

selection of a printer, choosing printing properties, routing, queuing, resource management, scheduling,197

and final printing including notification of the user. TIP/SI defines printer status, configuration and198

control objects and enables communications of those object that, when used by applications, greatly199

enhances both the management of printing and the management of the printer.200

201

Because the work on the TIP/SI standard largely preceded the development of the IETF Print MIB202

(RFC1759), TIP/SI commands have been defined that allow the manipulation of manageable objects that203

are contained in a printer and are capable of being referenced using an OID including those print objects204

defined in the IETF Printer MIB.  Job delivery was outside the scope of RFC1759 as it only covers the205

management of the printer itself.  Because the MIB oriented commands were structured generically,206

access to any MIB objects within the printer, including those that were defined after TIP/SI,  is still207

supported.208

209

The function of the TIP/SI standard is to define a protocol that provides a means of returning210

configuration and status information in a manner that is independent of the printer’s physical connection,211

imaging technology, or embodied LU(s). and to deliver print tasks to the printer synchronized with212

command and control information.  In the TIP/SI model, the printer is intended to be managed by some213

intermediate system element external to the printer often, but not exclusively, a print server implemented214

on a general purpose computing platform.215

216

The protocol provides a method for:217

• retrieving traditionally static information such as the number and type of paper input and output218

trays, imaging resolution and speed, interpreter capabilities and their relationship to the print219

mechanism, etc.220

• returning real-time status information related to the print mechanism that is independent of the LUs221

such as paper and printing supplies levels.222
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• a separate, logical, out of band communication channel for exchanging commands and responses.223

This out of band channel is key to the effective management of the printer while page processing is224

being done.225

• selection or activation of a LU via host control.226

• Delivery of print tasks of jobs while providing job separation.227

• reporting job statistics independent of the LU.228

229

The TIP/SI protocol has been designed to be link independent. The only requirement is that the link must230

be capable of bi-directional data transmission.  Numerous methods and media exist today to facilitate231

this transport of information. Included are various LAN protocols (802.2, TCP/IP, etc.), asynchronous232

serial communications, and more recently the bi-directional parallel port defined by IEEE Std 1284-233

1994, "Standard Signaling Method for Bi-directional Parallel Peripheral Interface for Personal234

Computers."235
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3. Comparison of IPP and TIP/SI Print Models236

3.1 Job Model Comparison237

At a high level the print job model of IPP and TIP/SI are similar.  Both support a two level task model.238

IPP calls these levels “Job” and “Document” while TIP/SI refers to them as “Session” and “Job”  In IPP,239

a “job” consists of 1 or more “document” either explicitly delineated or implicitly assumed.  Likewise,240

the TIP/SI “session” consists of one or more “jobs” either explicitly delineated or implicitly assumed.241

242

Also consistently between IPP and TIP/SI, when an IPP Job or a TIP/SI session is started, the printer243

returns a printer unique identifier.  Unlike IPP, TIP/SI also provides a printer unique identifier for each244

TIP/SI job which IPP does not provide for each IPP document.245

3.2 IPP Job Submission Operations246

There are several IPP Operations defined to cause print output to be created.  The TIP/SI model is247

designed for a “server” to “printer” environment.  It is expected in this configuration that IPP Operations248

such as Print-URI and Send-URI will be handled by the “server” and hence are not needed in249

communication between the server and the printer.  In summary:250

251

IPP Operation TIP/SI Operation Comment

Print-Job JC:SJ Implied TIP/SI Session
Print-URI JC:SJ Server resolves URI
Validate-Job n/a
Create-Job JC:SS
Send-Document JC:SJ subsequent to JC-SS
Send-URI JC:SJ Server resolves URI

Subsequent to JC-SS
252

At the completion of a TIP/SI  Session or Job, an explicit End-Session or End-Job is expected.  Closing253

the connection between the server and the printer causes an implicit End-Session and End-Job if254

appropriate.255
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3.3 IPP Job Query and Control Operations256

TIP/SI supports a more robust set of Session/Job queries than IPP; however it does not report back job257

attributes except those that are useful for accounting.  In summary:258

259

IPP Operation TIP/SI Operation Comment

Get-Jobs JC:QSQA
Cancel-Job JC:DS
Get-Job-Attributes JC: QSQA, JC:QJC TIP/SI returns accounting and

status information about each job
within a session.  It is the
server’s responsibility to
aggregate accounting totals for
all the jobs in a session
according to administrative
policy.

none JC:CSP Change Session Priority
none JC:RSJ Jobs that are held or suspended

due to job submission controls
may be resumed

260
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4. IPP Printer Attributes Compared to TIP/SI Printer Status and261

Configuration262

263

Because the TIP/SI printer is really a marking device and the IPP printer is an abstraction of the marking264

device and usually a server implemented in a general purpose computing platform, the IPP Printer265

Attributes are typically at a high level while the TIP/SI Status and Configuration more closely resembles266

the Printer MIB (RFC1759).  In fact, all the Printer MIB objects are available through TIP/SI using the267

Printer Variable Commands (PVC).268

269

Most of the important configuration and status attributes map very well between IPP and TIP/SI.270

Attributes associated with a URI; however, do not map.  It is expected that URI related attributes will be271

handled by the server and returned to the client.272

273

The following table summarizes the comparison of IPP Printer Attributes versus TIP/SI Printer Status274

and Configuration information:275

276

IPP Printer Attribute TIP/SI Command to retrieve
equivalent information

Comment

printer-uri-supported n/a provided by server
uri-security-supported n/a provided by server
printer-name PCC:RPI Read Administratively Set

Printer Name
printer-location n/a provided by server
printer-info n/a provided by server
printer-more-info n/a provided by server
print driver-installer n/a provided by server
printer-make-and-model RDC:RS TIP/SI provides product name,

product revision and serial
number

printer-more-info-manufacturer n/a
printer-state RDS:RSS
printer-state-reason RDS Various sub-commands are used

to determine the reason after
using the RDS:RSS command to
retrieve the summary

printer-state-message RDS see “printer-state-reason”
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IPP Printer Attribute TIP/SI Command to retrieve
equivalent information

Comment

operations-supported n/a Only Printer Variable
Commands and Operator Panel
Commands are optional.

charset-configured RDC:RS roughly equivalent
charset-supported n/a
natural-language-configured n/a
generated-natural-language-
supported

RDC:RS roughly equivalent

document-format-default n/a Server is expected to selected the
correct interpreter or send the job
to an “auto-sensing” interpreter.
LU #0 is defined to be the
printer’s default interpreter.

document-format-supported RIC:SI
printer-is-accepting-jobs RDS:RSS additional queries may be made

to obtain more information about
why jobs cannot be accepted

queued-job-count JC:QQA
printer-message-from-operator n/a
color-supported RDC:RS
reference-URI-schemes-
supported

n/a provided by server

pdl-override-supported n/a Not supported because existing
interpreters do not support this.
See section 7: “Operation of a
TIP/SI IPP Interpreter” for IPP
Interpreter proposed operation.

printer-up-time PVC:GPV retrieved from MIB
printer-current-time n/a
multiple-operation-time-out n/a
compression-supported n/a TIP/SI assumes this is interpreter

specific
job-k-octets-supported n/a provided by server, not limitable

in the printer
job-impression-supported n/a provided by server, not limitable

in the printer
job-media-sheets-supported n/a provided by server based upon
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IPP Printer Attribute TIP/SI Command to retrieve
equivalent information

Comment

out-tray capacities and
administratively set controls.

Note:  Some of the character set and language attributes have analogs in the Printer MIB (RFC1759)277

which can also be useful and can be retrieved via TIP/SI.278
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5. IPP Job-Template Attributes and TIP/SI279

Only IPP Job-Template attributes of the type xxx-supported have an analog in the TIP/SI environment.280

Additionally, some xxx-defaults have an analog in the MIB environment which can be retrieved and set281

using TIP/SI (assuming the manufacturer supports setting defaults through its MIB.)  It is expected that282

the Job-Template attributes of the type xxx will be provided to a newly defined IPP Interpreter as283

discussed in section 7: “Operation of a TIP/SI IPP Interpreter”.284

285

Job-Template Attributes
(supported)

TIP/SI Command to retrieve
equivalent information

Comment

job-priority-supported n/a All printers must support range
of 0 to 255

job-hold-until-supported n/a provided by server
job-sheets-supported n/a provided by server
multiple-documents-handling-
supported

n/a

copies-supported n/a
finishings-supported RDC:ROC finishings are available on an

output by output basis
page-ranges-supported n/a
sides-supported RDC:RS
number-up-supported n/a
orientation-requested-supported RDC:RIC Size in feed and cross-feed

directions and printable area is
available.

media-supported RDC:RIC Only available media is returned
printer-resolution-supported RIC:SI

PVC:GPV
Interpreter specific resolution
Marking Engine resolution from
MIB

print-quality-supported n/a
286

287

288

Job-Template Attributes
(default)

TIP/SI Command to retrieve
equivalent information

Comment

job-priority-default n/a provided by server
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Job-Template Attributes
(default)

TIP/SI Command to retrieve
equivalent information

Comment

job-hold-until-default n/a provided by server
job-sheets-default n/a
multiple-documents-handling-
default

n/a

copies-default n/a
finishings-default PVC:GPV MIB Output Objects

(Only BURSTING,
DECOLLATING and
STACKING are supported by the
MIB.)

page-ranges-default n/a
sides-default PVC:GPV MIB Media Path Objects
number-up-default n/a
orientation-requested-default PVC:GPV MIB Interpreter
media-default PVC:GPV MIB General and Input Objects
printer-resolution-default PVC:GPV MIB Marker Objects
print-quality-default n/a
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6. IPP Job Description Attributes and TIP/SI289

Job Description Attributes TIP/SI Command to retrieve
equivalent information

Comment

job-uri n/a provided by server
job-id JC:SS Start Session returns a printer

unique job ID
job-printer-uri n/a provided by server
job-more-info n/a provided by server
job-name n/a server correlates job-name with

printer supplied job id
job-originating-user-name n/a server correlates job-originating-

user-name with printer supplied
job ID

job-state JC:QSQA, JC:QQA TIP/SI reports state of sessions
and jobs

job-state-reason JC:QSQA, JC:QQA TIP/SI reports state of sessions
and jobs

job-state-message n/a
number-of-documents JC:QQA TIP/SI reports all queued jobs

(same as IPP documents)
output-device-assigned n/a provided by server
time-at-creation see time-at-processing provided by server
time-at-processing JC:QJC TIP/SI reports processing time in

seconds
time-at-completed see time-at-processing provided by server
number-of-intervening-jobs JC:QQA, JC:QSQA TIP/SI reports all sessions and

jobs queued
job-message-from-operator n/a
job-k-octets n/a
job-impressions n/a
job-media-sheets n/a
job-k-octets-processed n/a
job-impression-completed JC:QJC TIP/SI reports impressions per

input tray
job-media-sheets-completed JC:QJC TIP/SI reports sheets per input
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Job Description Attributes TIP/SI Command to retrieve
equivalent information

Comment

tray
attributes-charset n/a
attribute-natural-language n/a
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7. Operation of a TIP/SI IPP Interpreter290

7.1 TIP/SI Logical Units291

The printer model defined by the TIP/SI standard is partially based on the concept of a “logical unit” or292

LU.  Conceptually an LU can be a page description language interpreter or almost any other functional293

device.  For example, a fax subsystem or a scanner can be a TIP/SI logical unit.  While the concept of an294

LU is assumed by TIP/SI, the operation of the LU is not defined by the standard.  For example, a295

PostScript or PCL interpreter would each be an LU but their behavior is not defined by TIP/SI.296

297

When TIP/SI is used as the server-to-printer protocol for IPP, an IPP LU would be defined.  This298

definition will remain outside the scope of TIP/SI but can be standardized by the PWG or some other299

standards body.300

7.2 An IPP Logical Unit301

To deliver an IPP print job to a TIP/SI printer, the following series of events is suggested:302

303

1. A JC:SS command is sent to the printer with requested priority.304

2. Printer responds with printer assigned session ID and printer assigned priority.305

3. A JC:SJ command is sent to the printer providing:306

♦ LU number (the IPP LU)307

♦ Job Alerts and Job Processing flags308

♦ Separate Data Channel flag set309

♦ Name of the host310

♦ Name of the user311

♦ Name of the job312

♦ Additional information string.313

4. Printer responds with printer assigned job ID and printer assigned data channel314

5. Server writes to the IPP LU, on the control channel,  the:315

♦ The IPP Operation Attributes316

♦ The IPP Job Template Attributes.317

6. Printer acknowledges the attributes318

7. Server writes to the IPP LU, on the data channel, the document content or PDL.319

8. Printer acknowledges the data.320

9. The server sends a JC:EJ command.321

10. The printer acknowledges the command.322
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11. If this is a multi-document IPP job, the server and printer repeat steps 3 through 10.323

12. A JC:ES command is sent.324

13. The printer acknowledges.325

326

Note that in the above scenario, IPP operation and job template attributes are sent to the printer with327

each IPP document (TIP/SI job).  As it is currently defined, IPP does not allow different attributes for328

each document within a job.  It is assumed that the IPP V1.0 server would send the same attributes to the329

printer for each document.  Should IPP be enhanced in the future, different attributes could be sent with330

each IPP document without requiring a change to the IPP LU in the printer.331

332

7.3 PDL-Override Support in an IPP LU333

IPP defines a printer attribute called “pdl-override-supported.”  As such, there is a need for the server to334

know whether the IPP LU in the printer is capable of overriding the PDL with job-template attributes.335

The current TIP/SI standard does not define the usage of bits 6 and 7 in the Interpreter Features336

Summary byte returned by the printer in response to the RIC:SI command (See clause 5.3.2.3 of337

[TIP/SI]).  The proposed addition to the definition of this byte to support “pdl-override-supported” is:338

339

--- Bit 6 set indicates that this interpreter “attempts” to make the IPP attribute values take precedence340

over embedded instructions in the document data; however, there is no guarantee.341

342

--- Bit 6 clear indicates that this interpreter does “not-attempt” to make the IPP attribute values take343

precedence over embedded instructions in the document data.344

345

7.4 IPP Attribute Fidelity in an IPP LU346

If the IPP client requests that an IPP job must be printed with absolute fidelity, i.e. do not print the job if347

it cannot be done exactly as requested, the IPP LU must be able to report to the server that the IPP job348

failed because of the “ipp-attribute-fidelity” operation attribute was true and fidelity could not be349

maintained.  To support this, a new job completion code must be added.  The new job completion code350

(x’FFFD’) is added to [TIP/SI] clause 6.3.7.1 in table 185.  The modified table would then be:351

Job Completion Codes352
Code Description

0000 Job completed successfully
0001 Job terminated abnormally due to a time-out condition
0002 – FFFC Reserved
FFFD Job terminated, unable to maintain fidelity
FFFE Job terminated abnormally but reason unknown.
FFFF Job canceled
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8. TIP/SI Alerts353

8.1 Overview354

In order for a server to stay properly synchronized with a printer, either a polling means or an alert (or355

interrupt) means must be employed.  TIP/SI supports either model, although it is generally believed that356

an alert mechanism places lower overhead on the server and the network.357

358

While RDS (Request Device Status) commands may be used at any time to extract the current printer359

status, the asynchronous DSA is used to alert the host to an immediate change.  As defined by TIP/SI, a360

condition that causes a DSA is "edge triggered", that is a DSA is only sent the first time the condition361

occurs. If the condition continues to persist it is reported in status but does not cause additional DSA362

messages to be sent.  For any alert condition that is not cleared by a RDS command, a DSA shall also be363

generated when the condition is cleared. The DSA that is generated when a condition is cleared shall364

have the bit set to zero for the category in which the alert condition existed unless other alert conditions365

are active in that category.366

367

If a condition that would cause a DSA is active at the time that its DSA is armed using the PCC-SDSA368

command then a DSA shall be sent.  The normal, power-on reset condition is that all conditions that369

cause DSA messages are disabled until explicitly enabled by the host or server except for the Power On370

Initialization Alert.  The DSA with the Power On Initialization bit set shall automatically be generated371

when the printer has completed a power on initialization sequence or any other initialization similar to372

power on.  The Power On Initialization bit in the DSA shall be cleared when a RDS-RSS response is373

returned to the host.374

375

It is expected that when used with IPP, some alerts generated in the printer and reported to the server via376

TIP/SI would be reported to the client.  Other alerts such as those identifying a need for service, loading377

of paper, etc. would be reported to an operator.  The notification means (to the client or operator from378

the server) is outside the scope of this document.379

380

8.2 Alert Categories381

TIP/SI provides alerts for a number of conditions, including but not limited to:382

383
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8.2.1 Input384

385

Those conditions in the printer where problems with the input of printing media can cause the printer to386

stop. These conditions can normally be remedied by a normal operator. An example of this would be a387

particular input tray is empty.388

389

8.2.2 Output390

391

Those conditions in the printer where problems with the output of printing media can cause the printer to392

stop. These conditions can be normally be remedied by a normal operator. An example of this would be393

a particular output tray is full..394

395

8.2.3 Jam396

397

Those conditions in the printer where normal conditions associated with the movement of printing media398

through the printer can cause it to stop.  These conditions can be corrected by a normal operator. An399

example of this would be "jam at input tray".400

401

8.2.4 Printing Supplies402

403

Those conditions in the printer where normal conditions associated with printing supplies can cause it to404

stop.  These conditions can be corrected by a normal operator. An example of this would be " out of405

Ink".406

407

8.2.5 Interpreter Messages408

409

Those conditions that change in the interpreter that cause a message to be sent from the printer to the410

host.  For example, an interpreter may report that a requested font is not available and another has been411

substituted.412

413

8.2.6 Job Control Alerts414

415
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A JCA is an asynchronous unsolicited message that can be sent from the printer to the host at any time to416

convey job control status within the printer.  For example, a JCA can report the completion of each page.417

Additionally, a End-of-Job accounting message is also sent upon completion of a job containing an418

accounting record419

420

8.2.7 Common Printer MIB Alert421

422

If so enable, alerts that would normally be sent via an SNMP trap may be routed to the TIP/SI protocol.423

These alerts are defined in the printer MIB [RFC1759]424

425

8.2.8 Operator Panel Alerts426

427

Events on the operator panel, the depressing of a key, the state change of a light or a change on the428

operator display will cause an alert.429

430

8.2.9 Operator Intervention Required431

432

Those conditions in the printer, other than input, output, jam or printing supplies, that can cause the433

printer to stop.  These conditions can be corrected by a normal operator. An examples of this would be434

"Cover Open".435

436

8.2.10 Warnings437

438

Those conditions that are not critical to the immediate operation of the printer: Examples are:439

1 - Paper Input Low440

2 - Toner Low441

3 - Output Bin Nearly Full.442

443

8.2.11 Device Service Required444

445

Those conditions that are critical to printer operation that a normal operator can not correct and requires446

technical service. Examples are:447

1 - Laser Polygon Scanner inoperative448

2 - High Fuser Temperature.449
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450

8.2.12 Configuration Change451

452

Those conditions that are detected that change the current configuration of the printer. Examples are:453

1 - Memory Board Failure resulting in reduced memory.454

2 - Font Cartridge/Card has been removed.455
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9. Security Considerations456

This document does not address security.457
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10. Internationalization458

This document does not address internationalization.  In most cases, TIP/SI returns information about459

configuration and status in a bit encoded format.  Strings returned by the printer supplement this bit460

encoding and are encoded according to the character set and language available from the RDC:RS461

command.  If this information is not in the language desired by a client upstream from the server, it must462

be internationalized by the server based upon the bit encoding.463
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12. Copyright Notice493

This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to others, and derivative works that494

comment on or otherwise explain it or assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published495

and distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any kind, provided that the above copyright496

notice and this paragraph are included on all such copies and derivative works.  However, this document497

itself may not be modified in any way, such as by removing the copyright notice or references to the498

Printer Working Group or other organizations, except as needed for the  purpose of developing printer499

and printing standards, or as required to translate it into languages other than English.500

The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be revoked by the Printer Working501

Group or its successors or assigns.502

This document and the information contained herein is provided on an "AS IS" basis and THE503

PRINTER WORKING GROUP DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,504

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE505

INFORMATION HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED506

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.507
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14. APPENDIX A: Terminology521

This specification uses the terminology defined in this section.522

14.1 TIP/SI Commands523

IEEE Std. 1284.1-1994 defines a number of commands and response sequences.  These commands are524

abbreviated in the standard in the form XXX:YYY where XXX is the command and YYY is the sub-525

command.  The commands and responses are grouped into eight groups:526

527

1. RDS – Request Device Characteristics528

2. RIC – Request Interpreter Characteristic529

3. PCC – Printer Configuration Control530

4. RDS – Request Device Status531

5. JC – Job Control532

♦ JC:SS – Job Control, Start Session533

♦ JC:ES – Job Control, End Session534

♦ JC:SJ – Job Control, Start Job535

♦ JC:EJ – Job Control, End Job536

6. RLUC – Request Logical Unit Characteristics537

7. PVC – Printer Variable Commands538

8. ROP – Remote Operator Panel539

540

14.2 Other TIP/SI Abbreviations541

♦ DSA – Device Status Alert542

543

544

See the standard for a complete list of the sub-commands.545
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15. APPENDIX B: Supported Media546

TIP/SI separates medium size from medium characteristics.  Medium characteristics supported are:547

• Paper548

• Envelope549

• Transparency550

551

The following table compares the IPP medium sizes supported to those supported by TIP/SI:552

IPP Media Name TIP/SI Media Name Comments
iso-a0 iso-a0
iso-a1 iso-a1
iso-a2 iso-a2
iso-a3 iso-a3
iso-a4 iso-a4
iso-a5 iso-a5
iso-a6 iso-a6
iso-a7 iso-a7
iso-a8 iso-a8
iso-a9 iso-a9
iso-a10 iso-a10

iso-4a0 1682mm X 2378mm
iso-2a0 1189mm X 1682mm
iso-Ra0 860mm X 1220mm
iso-Ra1 610mm X 860mm
iso-Ra2 430mm X 610mm
iso-SRa0 900mm X 1280mm
iso-SRa1 640mm X 900mm
iso-SRa2 450mm X 640mm

iso-b0 iso-b0
iso-b1 iso-b1
iso-b2 iso-b2
iso-b3 iso-b3
iso-b4 iso-b4
iso-b5 iso-b5
iso-b6 iso-b6
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iso-b7 iso-b7
iso-b8 iso-b8
iso-b9 iso-b9
iso-b10 iso-b10
na-letter US-A
na-legal US-Legal
executive US-Executive
folio
invoice US-1/2 Letter
ledger US-B
quarto

iso-c0 917mm X 1297 mm
iso-c1 648mm X 917 mm
iso-c2 458mm X 648 mm

iso-c3 iso-c3
iso-c4 iso-c4
iso-c5 iso-c5
iso-c6 iso-c6

iso-c7 81mm X 114 mm
iso-c8 57mm X 81 mm

iso-b4-envelope iso-b4-envelope
iso-b5-envelope iso-b5-envelope

iso-b6-envelope 125mm X 176 mm
iso-b6/c4 envelope 125mm X 324 mm

iso-c3-envelope iso-c3-envelope
iso-c4-envelope iso-c4-envelope
iso-c5-envelope iso-c5-envelope
iso-c6-envelope iso-c6-envelope

iso-c7/6 envelope 81mm X 162 mm
iso-c7 envelope 81mm X 114 mm

iso-designated-long iso-envelope-dl
na-10x13-envelope
na-9x12-envelope
na-number-10-envelope US-Envelope-10
na-7x9-envelope
na-9x11-envelope
na-10x14-envelope
na-number-9-envelope US-Envelope-9
na-6x9-envelope
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na-10x15-envelope
monarch-envelope US-Envelope-7-3/4
jis-b0 jis-b0
jis-b1 jis-b1
jis-b2 jis-b2
jis-b3 jis-b3
jis-b4 jis-b4
jis-b5 jis-b5
jis-b6 jis-b6
jis-b7 jis-b7
jis-b8 jis-b8
jis-b9 jis-b9
jis-b10 jis-b10

553

The following standard values are defined for input-trays (from ISO DPA and the Printer MIB):554

’top’: The top input tray in the printer.555

’middle’: The middle input tray in the printer.556

’bottom’: The bottom input tray in the printer.557

’envelope’: The envelope input tray in the printer.558

’manual’: The manual feed input tray in the printer.559

’large-capacity’: The large capacity input tray in the printer.560

’main’: The main input tray561

’side’: The side input tray562


